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New product line from Hunter Douglas

Hunter Douglas kicked off their new line at the trade
show that I attended recently. I was most excited to
hear about the new Ultra Glide technology on the Duette
Honeycomb Shades. The technology offers a flexible turning rod that allows the consumer to adjust their view at nearly any angle. The cord is retractable so you’ll no longer need to
worry about hanging cords. It’s much more attractive and safer
for pets and children. Hunter Douglas has launched many new
products with more to come in June.
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Hot!
Best Mohawk
silk pricing
ever…

Come see me for additional information. I’ll be happy to show you
the new products. — Oksana

Understanding
Engineered Wood
Floors

Don’t Pull the Shade on New Ideas…
CBL exceeded my expectations. They were
knowledgeable, courteous, and prompt.
I couldn’t have asked for a better provider. We were leaning toward one style
of shades and through their experience,
they directed us toward another style.
It was actually a better value, because
they knew it would look better in our
application. I think the photo says it all.
— Andrew Pearson

The best engineered wood floors are built with multiple ply layers that are cross layered, glued and pressed together. The inner core layers are generally built up with either a hardwood and/or soft plywood type of material,
which incorporates the tongue and groove fastening system along the edges of the boards. Engineered hardwood
flooring is available in almost any wood species. The benefits include more resistance to slightly lower moisture levels than solid hardwood. It’s great for basements as long as the moisture content of the cement doesn’t exceed 4%.
Call CBL for further details.
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Vicostone has been added to
our counter top lineup

What is Vicostone? Manufactured quartz based stone countertops. Beautifully designed
with the latest technology, Vicostone offers the same look and design qualities as Cambria
at a fraction of the cost. With their global distribution network, Vicostone is now available
in all continents and highly recommended by interior designers and architects. It offers scratch, heat, impact
and corrosive resistance, certification by NSF which makes it especially safe in food service applications, it’s
stain resistant and can be cleaned easily with soap and water. All this at an affordable price. CBL is
especially excited to be able to offer this great new product.

This city was named in the top ten
romantic destinations in the U.S.
Contact us with the correct answer to
be entered into a drawing for a free
dinner certificate.

Joe Gillis Special Hearts Ride and Benefit
Mark, our GM, has been part of a fantastic charity event for the past two years. The
Joe Gillis Special Hearts Ride and Benefit raises money for Camp Odayin, a camp for
children with heart disease and for children and their families at the U of M Children’s Hospital.
This event is very special to Mark. Joe is the son of Mark’s best friend. Since Joe passed away
two years ago, his family has been able to raise over $20,000 during this one day event for these
awesome kids in Joe’s name. This year the ride will take place on Saturday May 21st starting at
Bennett’s Chop and Railhouse in St. Paul. with a riders’ breakfast, prayer and a blessing of the
bikes. Kickstands go up at 11am. Everyone, riders and non-riders are welcome to join us
for a Post Ride Party at Tavern On the Avenue in St. Paul at 5pm for beer, live music and
many doors prizes. Please follow the event on Facebook. Advance tickets are $20 and
tickets the day of the event are $25.

Apple Blossom Sale!
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Need an extra set of eyes?
at 651.292.1011 for a FREE in-home
design consultation at your convenience!
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“Notice that the stiffest tree is most easily cracked,
while the bamboo survives by bending with the wind.”
— Bruce Lee

Come in and take a look!

Monday and Tuesday
Wednesday and Friday
Thursday
Saturday

By appointment only
11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
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Thank you to the CBL customers that have supported me in my 1st two years of my insurance
agency. I have been fortunate to have a great support team at Farmers like I did at CBL. What
worked the best at CBL was our ability to customize our products to your project. Farmers just
introduced on April 11th a new program called Smart Home which enables me now to customize
your coverages and rates to your needs. We are very excited at Farmers about the new Smart
Home program it allows us to be much more competitive. The 1st day Smart Home rolled out, the
Westmans, Tracy and Gary (CBL customers) joined my agency. They were able to pick and choose
with my guidance coverages and a premium that fit with the Smart Plan Home and Smart Plan
Auto, they were very pleased with the savings. I’d say that was a SMART choice. Wouldn’t a 2nd opinion to see if you
are in a safe place with your insurance for you and your loved ones be worth reviewing? That is my offer to you. “I
can’t tell you how much FUN it was to BUILD a policy from the ground up” Give me a call and let’s take a look.

Diane Hanzal Farmers Insurance Agency 651.300.2087

